Various materials are made of long thin fibers that are randomly oriented to form a complex network in which drops of wetting liquid tend to accumulate at the nodes. The capillary force exerted by the liquid can bend flexible fibers, which in turn influences the morphology adopted by the liquid. In this paper, we investigate, the role of the fiber flexibility on the shape of a small volume of liquid on a pair of crossed flexible fibers, through a model situation. We characterize the liquid morphologies as we vary the volume of liquid, the angle between the fibers, and the length of the fibers. The drop morphologies previously reported for rigid crossed fibers, i.e., a drop, a column and a mixed morphology, are also observed on flexible crossed fibers with modified domains of existence. In addition, at small tilting angles between the fibers, a new behavior is observed: the fibers bend and collapse. Depending on the volume of liquid, a thin column with or without a drop is reported on the collapsed fibers. Our study suggests that the fiber flexibility adds a rich variety of behaviors that may be important for some applications.
Introduction
A capillary bridge between two spheres or two surfaces is known to exert a force that tends to keep the two solid bodies together [1, 2, 3] . For soft surfaces, the combination of the capillary force and the bending and/or stretching of the material leads to an elastocapillary equilibrium in which the elastic deformations of the substrate is related to the intensity of the capillary adhesion [4, 5] . Elastocapillary effects are, for instance, responsible for the formation of bundles with flexible beams [6, 7, 8] or fibers [9, 10] , the collapse of beams in MEMS applications [8, 11, 12, 13] and in carbon nanotube [14] or in biological situations such as the wetting of feathers [15] .
Elastocapillary effects can be particularly important when considering thin elongated structures, such as fibers, whose length can be several order of magnitude larger then their diameter; such fibers are therefore prone to bend [9, 16, 17, 18, 19] . In addition, fibers, rigid or flexible, can be found in a variety of applications such as in wet hair [6] , in the textile industry [20, 21, 22] , in filters [23, 24] , fog-harvesting nets [25, 26, 27] or insulation materials such as glass wool [28, 29] . Therefore, many studies have considered the addition of liquid on an array of fibers through model systems that consist of a finite volume of wetting liquid deposited on a single or a pair of fibers [30, 31, 32] . These model situations allow investigation of the equilibrium shapes of the liquid and their influence on the drying process [33, 34] , the capture of impacting drops [35] , the condensation of liquid [36] or the motion of drops along fibers [37, 38, 39, 40, 41] .
Past studies have considered the morphology adopted by a liquid drop deposited on a single fiber. For example, the addition of liquid on a single fiber can come from coating methods [32] , the condensation of liquid [36] or the impact of small droplets that are captured below an impact velocity threshold [35, 42, 43] . Once on the fiber, the drop can either adopt an axisymmetric (barrel shape) morphology or an asymmetric (clamshell) morphology where the drop sits on one side of the fibers [44, 31, 45, 46, 47] .
Considering rigid fibers, the presence of a second fiber close to the first one leads to different morphologies that depend on the contact angle of the liquid with the fiber, the inter-fiber distance, the tilting angle between them and the volume of liquid that is deposited. For instance, for two parallel fibers separated by a distance 2 d, the seminal work of Princen [30] shows that the liquid can either spread in a long liquid column, whose width is of the order of the fiber diameter if the fibers are close enough, or adopt a more compact drop shape when the inter-fiber distance is increased. More recently, three different possible morphologies have been reported for fibers of radius a randomly oriented, i.e., tilted with an angle δ and separated by a minimum distance h. Depending on δ,h = h/a, and the dimensionless volume of liquid Ṽ = V /a 3 , the liquid can be in a column shape, a mixed morphology state where a drop lies at the end of a column, or a drop centered at the node, i.e., the point where the two fibers are in contact [48, 49, 28] .
However, some fibrous materials, involve fibers that are very thin and long. Such high aspect ratio fibers are typically flexible. Therefore, the presence of liquid forming capillary bridges between fibers is susceptible to modify the liquid morphologies and the organization of the fibers in a randomly oriented fibers array. Indeed, the presence of liquid can lead to clustering of flexible structures as shown by Py et al. [16] who investigated the behavior of a model brush of parallel flexible fibers withdrawn from a liquid bath. To describe their experimental findings, the authors defined an elastocapillary lengthscale [6, 4] :
where E is the Young's modulus of the fiber, I = π a 4 /4 is the polar moment of inertia, a the radius and γ the liquid surface tension. The elastocapillary length can be derived from the balance between the capillary energy γ a L f ib and the bending energy E I L f ib /R 2 where R is the typical radius of curvature. This balances leads to EC = R, and this elastocapillary length can be seen as a local radius of curvature of the fiber.
Because the capillary force and the elasticity of the fibers can lead to the deformation of the fibers [50] , different configurations have been investigated. In particular, Duprat et al. considered parallel fibers whose spacing and length are controlled and a known volume of liquid is deposited [17] , Different morphologies were observed: a drop state, a column morphology or a partially wetting morphology. In addition, the presence of liquid was shown to bend the fibers and influence the final liquid morphology. In their configuration, the elastocapillary length is around EC ∼ 55 cm whereas the length of the fibers L f ib is typically a few centimeters. In such model experiments, although L f ib EC , the effects of the flexility can be observed experimentally leading to the presence of new liquid morphologies.
However, the more general situation of tilted flexible fibers, encountered in arrays of fibers, has not been studied. The presence of liquid at a node is expected to introduce a capillary force and a torque that can modify the orientation of the fibers and lead to different morphologies [51] . However, no systematic experimental investigations has been reported to date. To investigate this situation, we consider the situation of two crossed fibers, clamped at one of their ends and free to move at the other, in contact at the node and tilted with an angle δ = [0, 90] o . Using experiments, we then investigate the morphologies and the equilibrium orientations of the fibers while varying the imposed initial tilting angle δ and the volume of liquid V deposited on the fibers. We are Figure 1 : Schematic of the experimental setup showing the wetting liquid and the tilted fiber. Both fibers are clamped at one end and free at the other end such that they can bend owing to a capillary force. Experimentally, we impose a tilt angle δ and the elasticity of the fibers leads to a new angle φ.
then able to highlight the presence of two new morphologies compared to the situation of crossed rigid fibers: a column collapsed state and a drop-collapsed state. We first present the experimental method in section 2. In section 3, we describe the new morphologies and a morphology diagram in the (δ,Ṽ ) space is reported. We then rationalize our results to explain these new morphologies. Finally, we highlight in section 4 that hysteresis effects can be large in such systems owing to capillary effects.
Experimental protocol
In our experiments, the fibers consist of thin capillary cylindrical tubes (purchased from VitroCom) of outer diameter 2 a = 250 µm and inner diameter 2 b = 150 µm. We seal the end of the tube with a small amount of epoxy glue so that no liquid can flow into the capillary tube. We have measured the bending modulus of these fibers using their deflection under their own weight and obtained B = 8.1 × 10 −6 Pa · m 4 , in agreement with the estimated theoretical value B = EI = π E(a 4 −b 4 )/4, where I is the polar moment of inertia of the cross section of the fiber. The weight per unit length is ρ l = 3.5 × 10 −5 kg · m −1 . Therefore, the value of the elastocapillary length in our system is EC 1.8 m, which is of the same order of magnitude as the one of previous experiments investigating elastocapillary effects between parallel fibers [17] . Thus, in this paper, we study a system in which the typical drop size V 1/3 is much smaller than the elastocapillary length, i.e., V 1/3 EC . As a consequence the fibers cannot bend on the lengthscale of the drop. Roman and Bico studied the opposite limit and they observed that a soft fiber coils around a liquid drop [4] .
One extremity of each fiber is clamped on a (x, y, z) microcontroller linear stage (PT3, Thorlabs). Fibers cross at the node. One of the controllers is allowed to rotate around the node with a rotation mount (PR01, Thorlabs) to accurately tune the angle δ between the fibers. We denote L f ib the total length of a fiber and L f ree the distance between the node and the tip of the fiber (Fig.  1) . In all experiments presented in this paper, the lengths L f ib and L f ree are identical for both fibers. The vertical deflection of fibers due to their own weight and the weight of the drop is limited to 3 mm for the largest fiber length (L f ib = 90 mm) and the largest drop volume (V = 8µ ). We should emphasize that we could not use longer fibers since gravity effects will then become too important.
Before each experiment, the horizontal positions of the microcontrollers are adjusted to ensure that L f ree remains constant while varying the tilting angle δ. The vertical positions of the linear microcontrollers are then adjusted to bring the fibers into contact. In all the experiments, we use a perfectly wetting fluid (5 cSt silicone oil, contact angle θ = 0 8] µ is initially dispensed with a micropipette (Eppendorf, Research Plus) at the node of the fibers. Because the fibers are flexible and bend under capillary effects, the apparent angle between the fiber φ can be smaller than the tilting angle without liquid δ as illustrated in the schematic Fig.  1 . In our experiments, we assume that the gravitational effects on the liquid bridge can be neglected. Indeed, the capillary length, c = γ/(ρ g) 1.5 mm, is larger than the typical height H of the liquid. In addition, we neglect gravitational effects on the fibers because, in the absence of liquid, the fibers do not bend significantly under their own weight with the chosen length L f ib , as noted above.
We start the experiment at a large tilting angle between the fibers (typically δ = 60
• ) and the angle is reduced to the desired value. The imposed tilting angle δ is directly measured on the rotation microcontroller with an uncertainty of about 0.5
• . We wait for a few minutes to ensure that the final steady liquid morphology is reached and record images from the top and from the side using Nikon cameras (D5100 and D7100) and 105 mm macro objectives. The induced angle φ is measured using the top view images (corresponding to the schematic in Fig. 1 ) by image processing with an uncertainty of about 0.5
• . When a steady morphology has been reached and the images recorded, we increase or decrease the angle δ between the fibers and ensure that L f ree remains constant and wait until a new steady state is reached. Using this method, we explore the influence of the volume of liquid, the tilting angle δ between the fibers, the total length L f ib and the free end L f ree of the fibers on the final morphology.
Morphologies and transitions

Morphology diagram
Our experimental observations highlight that the three liquid morphologies observed on rigid crossing fiber are recovered with flexible fibers as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) -(c) [28] morphology when the tilting angle is decreased and in which the liquid partially spreads into a column but a drop remains located on one side of the column (note that the side of the column where the drop is located is random and induced by perturbations present in the surrounding environment or introduced when changing the tilting angle) and (iii) a column state at small angle and small volume where the liquid spreads between the fibers and where the height of the column is typically comparable to the fiber diameter.
Considering crossed flexible fibers that are clamped on one end and free to move on their other end leads to two previously unreported morphologies, shown in Fig. 2(d) -(e). This response is indeed caused by the flexibility of the crossed fibers. Indeed, the presence of the wetting liquid located at the node, i.e., the point where the two fibers cross, results in capillary forces that tend to pull on fibers and cause them to deflect inwards. This elastocapillary effect decreases the local distance between the fibers and the liquid can thus continue to spread spontaneously along the fibers. The magnitude of the capillary force increases, further bending the fibers, until they stick to one another, i.e., collapse, and the liquid can form a thin long column. The interfacial and bending energies therefore lead to the observed collapsed morphology reported in Fig. 2(d) . Finally, if more liquid is added to the system, the thin column keeps spreading until it reaches the full length of the sticking region, 2L f ree , and a drop grows at one end of the column. This results in the drop-collapsed morphology shown in Fig.  2 
(e).
We experimentally characterize the region of existence of these five different morphologies observed for crossed flexible fibers having a constant total length L f ib and a free length L f ree . We perform systematic experiments varying the liquid volumeṼ = V /a 3 and the tilting angle δ. We find five different final morphologies, as described above, and report our results in a (Ṽ , δ) morphology diagram in Fig. 2(f) . Both the collapsed and drop-collapsed morphologies are observed below a tilting angle δ typically smaller than 5 o for the fibers considered. Above this angle, we recover the morphology diagram of the rigid fibers as the capillary force is not sufficient to significantly bend the fibers at large tilting angle δ. Indeed, the column/mixed morphology transition described by Sauret et al. [28] for rigid fibers satisfactorily captures the column/mixed morphology transition for flexible fibers as reported in Fig. 2(f) . In addition, the column/drop and mixed/drop morphologies transitions are also observed for a critical angle δ = 35 ± 5 o , as reported for rigid fibers. The key difference is therefore that, below a critical angle, the classical column morphology is not observed but instead the fibers stick to one another in a collapsed state. In addition, in this regime of small angles, we observe a state of partial spreading for sufficiently large volume of liquid: a smaller drop remains at the edge of the collapsed region.
Transitions at large angles: drop, mixed and column morphologies
If the fibers are sufficiently rigid or the capillary force too weak to bend the fibers, the local angle at the node must be equal to the global tilting angle, that is δ = φ. We measure the local angle φ as a function of the global angle δ in our system. These results indicate that the capillary force is not sufficient to significantly bend the fibers for δ > 4
• for the fibers used in our experiments, which is the angle at which the collapse transition occurs. Note that the value at which the bending of the fibers becomes important depends on the flexibility of the fibers and thus on the elastocapillary length compared to the fibers length. Therefore, the transition between the different regimes can be described by the model developed for rigid fibers, and described in previous publications [48, 28] .
Transitions to the collapsed states
The transition between the column or mixed morphology (Fig. 2(b)-(c) ) and the collapsed state ( Fig. 2(d)-(e) ) is more complex. The bending and collapse of the fibers results from an elastocapillary equilibrium. To rationalize these results, despite the complex shape of the liquid column, we can estimate the energy associated with the bending of a fiber in the collapsed state and the energy associated to the capillary bridge induced by the liquid column in the collapsed state. Different simplified situations have considered this elastocapillary equilibrium between parallel sheets or fibers [6, 16, 17] . We denote d the distance over which the fiber needs to be deflected for the fibers to stick to one another along L f ree . Using geometrical considerations, we have
Because the collapse happens in the limit of small angles, δ 1, we can simplify (2) to d = δ L f ree . Using the same notations as Bico et al. [6] , we define the length of the wet segment of the fiber as L wet = L f ib − L dry , where L f ib and L dry are the total length of a fiber and the dry part, respectively, the bending energy E c associated to the deformation of the two fibers that coalesce at a distance L dry is
To simplify, we consider the capillary force induced by a liquid column when the fiber are in the collapsed state and therefore the fibers are parallel. In this situation, the liquid column has a constant cross-sectional area A π a 2 on the entire free length
Therefore, the energy associated to the capillary force is
where we assume that we can neglect the contribution of the terminal menisci and that the column is flat. This equation leads to an expression for L dry [17] :
Using equation (2), and considering that the fibers collapse when L wet = 2 L f ree = 2 (L f ib − L dry ) we obtain the condition on the tilting angle δ
Introducing the elastocapillary length EC defined in equation (1), and the ratio between the free length and the total length of the fiber α = L f ree /L f ib , this expression can be rewritten as:
which shows that increasing the total length of the fiber or decreasing the elastocapillary length leads to a collapsed state for larger tilting angle. This expression is valid for moderately flexible fibers, typically for L f ib < EC . The experimental results obtained by varying the total length of the fiber L f ib are in qualitative agreement with this expression as illustrated in Fig. 3 : the longer the fibers, the easier is the coalescence of the fibers. Note that the order of magnitude estimate given here could be refined by considering the exact length, and shape of the column for a given volume. As a result, the energy associated to the capillary bridge between the fibers could be calculated between two crossed fibers [28] . However, such calculations would require to know exactly the interfibers distance, which is modified by the elastocapillary equilibrium even before the collapsed state.
With typical experimental values, L f ib = 87 mm, L f ree = 18.5 mm, B = EI = 8.1 × 10 −6 Pa · m 4 , a = 125 mm, γ = 19.7 mN · m −1 , from (7) we obtain δ ∼ 3 o . This result is satisfactorily close to the observed value and shows that elastocapillary effects are indeed responsible for the collapse of the fibers at sufficiently small angle. However, we shall see that because of our assumption of a flat shape, the transition between the column or mixed morphology and the collapsed state is only an order of magnitude. In addition, because of the shape of the capillary bridge in the column and the collapsed morphologies, the angle necessary for the fibers to release from the sticking state will be larger than the angle for the fibers to collapse. Indeed, flexible fibers that collapse owing to capillary effects present a strong hysteresis as described in section 4. 
Transition between collapsed and drop-collapsed morphologies
We now turn to the transition between the collapsed and drop-collapsed morphologies. Similarly to the situations described for parallel fibers, when the fibers collapse, the liquid shape can be assumed to be a long straight column with a cross-sectional area A π a 2 [17] . Because the liquid can spread over a distance L f ree on each side of the node, the critical volume that describes the transition between collapsed and drop-collapsed morphologies is V c = 2 π a 2 L f ree leading to the critical dimensionless volumeṼ
This expression is in agreement with our experimental observation reported on the morphology diagram in Fig. 2(f) . In addition, we perform systematic experiments varying the free length of the fiber beyond the node, L f ree . The volume of liquid at the transition is thus measured and the results shown in Fig. 4 are well captured by equation (8) . Beyond the threshold value V c , adding more liquid leads to the formation of a liquid drop at one end of the thin column.
Hysteresis
The morphology diagram (Fig. 2(f) ) presented in this article is established by starting at large tilting angle δ and then decreasing the angle for each dimensionless volume of liquidṼ considered. However, we also perform experiments considering the opposite situation: we start with collapsed fibers and incrementally increase the tilting angle until the collapsed to column/mixed morphology transition occurs ( Fig. 2(d) -(e) then Fig. 2(b)-(c) ). We observe that the critical tilting angle δ r at which the fibers separate is much larger than the angle δ c at which the fibers collapse. We have reported these hysteretic measurements in Fig. 5 for different volumes of liquid. We observe that the amount of liquid seems to have no influence on the coalescence and separations angles in the range of volume considered. Indeed, when the fibers are collapsed, the liquid spreads along a thin liquid column and, at the volume considered, the volume is sufficient to reach the free end of the fibers. Therefore, the energy associated with the capillary force can be assumed constant as well as the bending energy that is necessary for the fibers to be released δ r .
Finally, we explore the effects of the free length L f ree on the critical angle δ r for the separation of collapsed fibers. Indeed, the capillary force associated to the wetting of parallel fibers on a distance L f ree is E s = −2 γ a (π −2) L f ree . Therefore, increasing the free length of the fibers qualitatively leads to an increase of the adhesion force, increasing the critical angle for the separation of the collapsed fibers. This hysteresis effect between the column/mixed and collapsed morphologies may modify significantly the lower part of the morphology diagram shown in Fig. 2(f) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have experimentally illustrated that flexible crossed fibers share similar morphologies to the system of rigid fibers. In particular, at large tilting angle δ, the three morphologies obtained for rigid crossed fibers are recovered. However, when decreasing the tilting angle, the energy required to collapse the fibers decreases while the capillary force increases. The capillary force first leads to a larger deflection of the fibers, namely the tilting angle between the fibers is locally decreased (φ < δ) slightly modifying the column to mixed morphology transition. In addition, we have reported two new morphologies at small tilting angle δ: a column collapsed and a drop-collapsed morphology where the fibers are locally parallel. The transition between these two morphologies can be explained by considering the maximum amount of liquid that can spread into a long thin column around collapsed fibers. The transition between the column or mixed morphology and the collapsed morphologies can be captured by considering an elastocapillary equilibrium, as observed for parallel lamellae or fibers. We also observe a strong hysteresis in the system between the column/mixed and collapsed morphologies. The experiments in this study are performed in the regime where L f ib / EC 1. Future works will need to investigate the situation L f ib / EC > 1 where the effects of the flexibility are expected to be even greater. For instance, the influence of the flexibility of the fibers can be especially important in systems where the porosity of the fiber network need to be large as capillary effects will tend to align fibers and form large clusters [8, 6, 7] . 6 6 Acknowledgments 
